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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which steps can be combined in a DMO procedure, targeting an AS
ABAP 7.50 based SAP system?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:

A. Performing an SAP software update
B. Performing a database upgrade of the source database
C. Migrating to a target database, e.g. SAP HANA
D. Performing a Unicode conversion
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Based on the following information, which of the statements
below is FALSE?
A DLP Rule Base has the following conditions:
Data Type =Password Protected File
Source=My Organization
Destination=Outside My Organization
Protocol=Any
Action=Ask User
Exception: Data Type=Any,
Source=Research and Development (R&amp;D)
Destination=Pratner1.com
Protocol=Any
All other rules are set to Detect. User Check is enabled and
installed on all client machines.
A. When a user from R&amp;D sends an e-mail with a password
protected PDF file as an attachment to [email&#160;protected]
.com, he will be prompted by User Check.
B. Another rule is added: Source = R&amp;D, Destination =
partner1.com, Protocol = Any, Action = Inform.
When a user from R&amp;D sends an e-mail with an encrypted ZIP
file as an attachment to, he will be prompted by User Check.
C. When a user from Finance sends an e-mail with an encrypted
ZIP file as an attachment to. He will be prompted by User
Check.
D. When a user from R&amp;D sends an e-mail with an encrypted
ZIP file as an attachment to , he will NOT be prompted by User
Check.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An IBM Content Manager solution designer is designing a new
system for a magazine company. Each magazine issue is an item
in the item type MAGANIZE. Each item has multiple child
components in the component ARTICLES representing the articles
in that issue.
In addition, there is an item type AUTHORS containing
information of authors who work for the magazine company.
The solution designer decides to create references between
ARTICLES and AUTHOR to indicate which authors wrote which
articles.
Which of the following statements is true?
A. The creation of the reference will fail since it cannot use

a child component.
B. The designer has to create the reference with delete
restrict option for this design to work.
C. This item type can create multiple references to store
multiple authors per article.
D. The item type can only use one reference since it refers to
a child component.
Answer: C
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